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Part J 

Long Range Reference Service 



WHAT OF LONG RANGE REmRENCE SERVICE 

10 Introduction 
Long-range reference service will not be totally absent in any 

type of library. However, it is a special feature of a research library 
such as that of a learned body, university, and a business enterprise. 
The boundary line between ready reference service and long-range 
reference service may be indefmite and elusive. But it is not difficult 
to recognise their distinguishing features, at their respective phases 
sufficiently far from their point of transition from one to the other. 
The two types of reference service differ in the time involved, the 
materials used, and the nature of the information sought- 

21. Time Test 
As implied in its very name, there can be no question of -giving 

iramediate satisfaction in long-range reference service, No daub t, 
information mllected for one. reader by prolonged investigation 
may be rsorded for future use .and sewed to later enquirers at a 
moment's' notice. .But then it has ceased to be long-range reference 
service, (See examples in section 23 of part F). -In the library of a 
business enterprise, even long-range reference service may have 
to be rushed through. For, time is an important e;conornlc factor 
with a business enterprise. But even there, compared with .its. time- 
standard for ready reference service, long-range service is allowed 
an appreciably longer t h e ,  It may be difficult to answer the question 
"What is the minimum duration of search td make reference service 
long-range?" At any rate, a sharp answer ,is not possible. Most 
ready reference . . questions are solved in a few minutes, while some 
take a longer time but seldom more than half-an-hour. Similarly, 
few long-range reference questions take less than half-an- hour, 
while some take a whole day and wen weeks. This is the ody 
nebulous answer possible. 

22 Soutm Test 
We get better t i a t  on the what of long-range reference service 

by looking at it from the angle of the sources used. In ready reference 
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service, the 'field for search is usually confined to ready reference 
booksdictionaiies, directories, encyclopaedias, y ear-books , 
calendars, who's who, and the like. But, in long-range, reference 
service, the search does not end with them. It only gets started 
with them. It has to be continued. beyond them into. n~dinary 
books, pamphlets, and periodicals. 

I21 USE OF OUTSIDE SOURCES 
The sear& may have to be carried beyond the.walIs of the Librqfy 

into the resources of other local libraries. Even this may not give 
satisfaction. Then libraries in the other parts of the country and, 
in exbeme cases, even libraries in the -other parts of the world may 
have to be pressed into service, {See chapters 2 and 3 of Part K). 
The .search may have to extend also into .the archives,-local, 
national, or -international-and as far as available consultation 
even of the current files of offices and business holrsks,' In extreme 
cases, long-range reference service may take us even beyond all 
recorded sources. It may make a searoh into the brains of living 
pmons a necessity. 

122 AUROBTNDO'S ENQUIRY 
(Case Study 142) 

A call came from an intemationaLspiritual centre, Sri Aurobindo 
wanted the exact location of the passage "Brahma satyam jagan- 
mithya." The advaitic (monistic) ring in the passage made us think 
of Sanlrara. But Sankara's works occupy twenty volumes, Surely 
this is a probiern to be solved with a reference apparatus. The 
catalogue and classification cannot be of any help. But no collected 
edition of Smkara's works had been provided with an index. 
There was no independent concordance either. But how could the 
reference librarian dare to turn down this inquiry? For, the answer 
was surely somewhere on the shelves of the library. Will not the 
curse of the Semnd Law (Every Reader His Book) and of the T M  
Law (Every Book Its Reader) fall on the head of the reference 
librarian? We were in a tight corner. We were cursing the reference 
apparatus that would not come into existence. Fortunately at that 
moment, there stepped into the library a walking concordance 
to Indological literature-Sri T Sundarachariar of Shiyali. He 
picked out the passage in a moment. It cxmrred as the first quarter 
of the twentieth and lag substantive vase of the minor lyric Braha-  
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j~ranuvolim~b. The hnow of the library was redeemed; and a 
most creative reader was served Thus what would have been a 
ready reference swim, if the production of reference books had 
reached proper standards, turned out to be a long range reference 
service, calling fur a search into the brains of a living person ! [S5]. 

123 BARDAN ENQUIRY 
(Case S ftcdy 143) 

A member of the research staff got stuck up at the term 'Bardan' 
carriers. No dictionary or my other kind of reference book was/ 
of any avail. According to the enquirer, the term occurred in relation 
to labour in the State of Bombay. This made the library start local 
inquiry in the Bombay area. One of the librarians, working in that 
state, furnished idormation as follows: Bardan was an English- 
Marathi jargon for burden,. The term "Badan-carrier" had became 
the s p i f i c  name for labour in the cotton trade of Bombay. Thus 
long range reference service had to go beyond books and land 
itself in a local inquiry. 

1 2 4  DANCE E N Q U ~ Y  
(Case Study 144) 

Here i s  a third example. Bhagavata mala nutaka is a School of 
Dance developed in the courts of the kings of Tanjore. The recent 
revival in Indian dance has stimulated a large volume of inquiry 
for dance literature. But the Bhargn+a#a meZa nalaksa School has not 
yet been recorded in print. There were onlfjust a few manuscripts 
in the possession of some private individuals. Therefore, the most 
satisfactory form of long-range reference service in this respect 
was to establish contact between the enquirer and the individual 
custodians of tradition, found scattered in the neighbowhood of 
Tanjore and, in particular, in the villages of Melattur, Sulamanga- 
lam, and Uttrrkkadu. Bharatam Ndlu Narayanaswarni Ayyar 
was the outstanding living exponent of the art. His name was also 
given in the Js~rml of 'the Indian Society of Oriental Art (5 ; 1937; 
168). 

125 NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN ORGANISATION 
In modern libraries of dl kinds, the Third Law "Every Reader 

His Book" even takes the form "Every Reader His Information". 
It reigns supreme.. The library world has not yet completed refitting 
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itself to meet this new demand of the  Third Law. But the reurganisa- 
tion is making 'rapid progress. Some of the new apparatuses and 
concepts that are being forged are Depth Classification based on 
Facet Analysis [R46] and Zone Analysis [R47]; machinery for search, 
abstracting, and translation; documentation woik and service 
[R 193 ; union catalogue ; regional library system ; National Central 
Library; International Library Centre; and so on. 

13 Kind of Information 
Any given piece of infomation will fall in the category of  ready 

reference servioe or that of long-range reference service according 
to its having been incorporated in a reference book or not. If it is, 
it can be readily located. Othefwise, prolonged search will become 
necessary. 

13  I INDIAN INFORMATION 
Indiana is very poor in reference books. Hence, many kinds of 

problems figuring as ready reference questions elsewhere have to be 
dealt with in India as lung-range ones. Let us illustrate: In India 
we have few comprehensive biographical dictionaries, or encyclo- 
paedias, or indexes to periodicals. America and many European 
countries have many reference books of these kinds. Japan and 
South Africa are also making headway in this matter. Ready 
reference books of  these b d s  have been discussed in part H. 
Index to national periodicals will be studied in the forthwming book 
Docmmdnbion and its facets. The following examples will show 
the great strain put on the reference librarians in Indian libraries 
by the absence of ready reference books. What should normally be 
ready reference service has to be pursued as an involved and 
elongated long range investigation. 

1 3 1 1 APPAYYA DIKSHITA ENQUIRY 

(Cae S t d y  145) 
Appayya Dikshita was a versatile and profuse Indian writer. 

He was a contemporary of Edmrrnd Spencer, But there is no 
reference book giving any information about his life. For informa- 
tion about him, the only course is to examine every modem edition 
of his numerous works and commentaries for the off-chance of find- 
ing a biographical introduction or remark in any of them. Here 
are a few editions offering such help: 

1 Yedunfa Desika Yudavubhytrhyu with a commentary by Appaya 
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Dikshita, v 2, (Vani Vilas Sanskrit series, 4), contains a biography 
of Appaya Di kshita by A V Gopdachari in p i-xxxii of the intruduc- 
tion. 

2 Appaya Dikshitays Sivadw~ijiz nirnaycr, ed by S S Suryanara- 
yana Sastxi, gives about eight pages of biographical information 
.and eight more pages of bibliography. This book leads to item 1 
given above and t o  the following sources: 

3 mays Diksk&'s age by Y Mahalinga Sastri (in the Journal 
uf oriental mearch; 2 ; 225-237; 

4 . Age and life of Appaya Diksfriia by Y Mahaliaga Sastri (in the 
Joamab of oriental research; 3 ; 140-160; and 

5 Appuya Dikshita(intheSiddnntad@iku; 4; 261). 
By long-range reference service alone such sources could be 

spotted out and the needed information unearthed from them. 

1312 JOURNALISM IN INDIA ENQUIRY 
(Case Study 146) 

To illustrate the difficulties caused by the absence of an Indian 
encyclopaedia or national bibliography, let us consider how the 
reference librarian had to meet a demand fur information on 
"Journalism in India". In the process of acquainting themselves . 

with the wave-front sf knowledge as laid down in* section 433 of 
this part, he had noted a piece of information found in part 2 of 
tbe Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences 
(Philadelphia), for 1929. It contained a symposium on India. A 
perusal of this volume disclosed two artides on journalism: Rama- 
nanda Chatterjee's Origliz armd growth of j~urnahm among f a d i ~ m  
(p 161-168) and A H Watson's Origin andgrowth ufjiozdr~lalr'm nmmg 
Europeans @ 169- 174). 

Another unexpected source was located after prolonged search. 
It was K Subba ~ a o ' s  Revived memories (1933) and an article by 
K P Visvanatha Ayyar in the Madras krcenknlrry volme,  One of 
the -readers helped with these materials brought to  the notice of 
the library, on a later date, the book Hbtory of Indian jotcrrralism 
by S P Tyagarajan. This book could not be easily known as there 
was no national bibliography for India at that time. 

All this is so chancy. Journalism in America or Europe could 
be successfully and readily dealt with as a ready reference 
question with the aid of the encyclopaedias of the appropriate 
countries. 



132 NASCENT THOUGHT 
The volumes of Essay index and similar national or linguistic 

bibliographies bring to the category of ready reference service,. 
information on the nascent thought in different nations. But 
the absence of  any similar bibliographical aid in India swells the 
eategory of long-range reference service. 

1321 WOMEN POETS OF INDIA ENQUIRY 

(Cme Study 147) 
A reader sought to know about recent writings on the women 

poets of India. Several hours of search were necessary to locate 
the following information : 

1 Krishnamachariar (M) : Hishry of classical s~rrskrii litera itwe ; 
3937; p 391-397: Poetesses; 

2 Haranchandra Chakladar ; &rly Indian poetesses (in Sir 
Aszrtush memorid ~olume; 1924-28; part 2 ; p 65-74) ; 
3 Raghavan (Y) : Sanskrit and Prakrif poetesses (in the Quarterly 

jourmi of the Mythic Society; 25; 49-74; 26; 137-138; and 27; 
279-280) ; 

4 Swaminatha Ayyar (U V) : Smrgnttumizhum pirkalatamizhm ; 
1929; p 79-88 ; and 
5 RaghavacharyuIu (K) : Some South Indian poetesses in the 

Quarterly journal of the Mythic Society; 26; 41-48. 

133 OPINION AND POINT OF VIEW 
Apart fromthis, long-range reference service brings within its 

purview many types of information. These cannot form fit subjects 
for ready reference service. Roughly speaking, the range of ready 
reference sewice is confined to the finding of facts. But the range 
of long-range reference service includes not only facts not readily 
found; but it covers also other categories af information. Exposi- 
tion of a subject or a problem from a particular point of view may 
be sought. Obviously there can be few ready reference books to 
help us in its location. Search into ordinary books is the only'. 
way of getting at it. Or opinion of a particular shade may be sought.. 
Search into ordinary books.is the only means of getting at this also, 

133 1 SAFETY FIRST ENQUIRY 

(Case Study 148) 
Information on the problem of 'Safety first' from the point of 
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view of education was sought. There was no article on the subject 
in the Encyclopaedia Britmnr'ca. The Cyclupaebiiu of education 
too did not mention the subject. The Encyclopaedia- of social 
sciences had an article entitled "Safety movement ." But it dealt with 
hazard to wo tker s, factory legislation, insuranc.e laws, etc.-all 
from the industrial point of view. But the enquirer was pursuing 
the subject from the educational point of view. Therefore, these 
were of little use to him. The only recourse left to the reference 
librarian was to examine the books in the dass 'Education.' After 
some laborious search, he located a fairly f d l  account of  the subject 
in chapter 18 of Intr~duction to education and teaching process 
(1931) of Jessie E Adams and William S Taylor. The bibliography 
at the end of the chapter led him to the Twenty-f.th year book (1929 
of the National Society for the Study of Education. It turned out. 
to be a fairly exhaustive symposium on safety education. The 
odds would have been very much against the reader locating this 
symposium if left unaided by the reference librarian. 

1 3 32 LANGUAGE-NATIONAILiSM ENQUIRY 

(Case S!erc%y 149) 
Another example was in connection with h d i n g  reading materials 

on opinions in favour of "Language as a factor in nationalism." 
No ready reference book was of any help, Only a prolonged search 
disclosed the fo1luwing books .containing opinions of the kind 
sought. 

1 Shenton (H N) : CosrraopuEita~s conversation: .Lmguuge pro- 
bkms of international conferences; 1933; 

2 Jespersm {Otto): Mankind, nation, and individual from a 
Einpistic point of view; 1925; 

3 Marvin (F S): Weslernracesandthe world; 1922; (chapter 2: 
Language as a link by J A Smith); 

4 Ruyssen (Theodore) : Wlzat is mtiumfity (International cun- 
ciliation; March 191 7) ; and 

5 Boaz (Franz): Race and natl'omEi#y (International conch-  
tion; January 191 5). 

133 3 REASON 1'8 RELIGIOP.T ENQUIRY 

(Case Study 150) 
The imagined or real conflict between reason and religious experi- 

ence and between science and religion is a topic creating a perennial 



demand for opinions of differmt shades. And yet, such opinims 
could not get recarded in ready reference books. Modernis& 
has to be ever modern. Every advancement in science demands a, 
re-examination of the problem. New shades of opinion arise them 
from. Hence this topic fdls pre-eminently in the sphere of long- 
range referace service. It is the business of the refmence librarianp 
to turn his thoughts to this problem during the hours of shelf-study. 
He should build up and maintain a balanced bibliography to serve' 
the enquirers. Here is such an illustrative select bibliography: 

1 Mamurray (John}: Reason and emotion; 1936; p 171-212 
''Science and religion" ; 

2 Brown (William Adam) : Life of prayer in a world of science; 
1931 ; 
3 Inge (W R) : Science and u~timate tnlfh; 1926; 
4 Whitehead ( A  N): Science and 1 . h ~  modern world; 1926; 
5 Macfie (Ronald Campbdl): Science rediscovers God or 

the theodicy uf science ; 193 1 ; 
6 Streeter (B H): Reality: a new correhfion of science a n d  

religiurr ; 1 926 ; 
7 Cross (F Lestre): Relighm and the reign ~f science; 1930; 
8 Boodin (John Elof) : God and creation : God, a cosmic philo- 

sophy of religion ; 1934 ; 
9 Barnes (Ernest William): Scientific theory and religion, 

the world described by science aad its spiritub in f erpre futrbn ; 
1933; 
10 Price (George McCready) : Modern discoveries which, help w 

to believe; 1934; 
1 1 Eagle (Albert) : The phiZosophy Crf religion versus ?he phito- 

sophy of science; 1935; and 
12 Simpson (James Young) : Garment of the living God: Stdies 

in the relations of science and religion ; 1934, 

I34 Too RECENT OR T m  OUT OF THE WAY 
In a research library, information about developments and dis- 

coveries, too recent for inclusion h reference books, may have to be 
located. This will involve a prolonged and systematic search through 
files of periodicals. Or again, the information sought may be of too 
specialised a nature and too little in demand fur makers of ready 
reference books hding it worth while to haye it explored and in- 
porated in their publications. It may be hidden all the s a w  in some 
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periodicals the shelves of the library. It is the business of long- 
range reference service to bring it to light, 

1341 STRATOSPHERE ENQUIRY 

(Case Study 1 5 1) 
Strat osphme fight was then a topic of recent origin. The. Encycb  

paedira Britonnica had no article on it. Its index made reference only 
to a passing mention of the topic in the articles on Atmosphere and 
Tehserenc Bmf (Leon Philippe). Chamber's Encyclopaedia made 
no mention of the word. The Encyclopnediu book of the year (1938) 
gave two columns to the subject and made mention of Adam 
breaking the record in June 1937, Whitaker's Almannck for 1939 
devoted six columns to the subject. But they were purely historical. 
But the enquirer wanted only a descriptive account, Therefore, 
the probable books and periodicals had to be searched. 

First (Dorothy): Expdoring the upper atmosphere (1934) was the 
only book on the subject available in the library. But it did not 
give full satisfaction to the reader. Hence periodicals had to be 
searched. With the aid of the Index to the National geographic 
magazine, the following sumptuous articles were located. They 
gave satisfaction to the enquirer. 

1 Bal/ooning in the stratosphere: Two balloon ascenfs to ten-mile 
altitudes presage new mode of aerial travel by Auguste Piccard 
(Inv 63; p 353-384); . 

2 Exploring the ear ih's stratosphere: The holder of the American 
altitude record describes his experiences in reaching the "ceiling" 
of his plane at an elevation of nearly eightmiles by Lieut John A 
Macready (In v 50; 1926, p 755-756) ; 

3 Exploring thestratosphere by Capt Albert W Stevens (In v 66; 
1934; p 397-434); 

4 Man's farthest aloft rising to 13.71 miles, the National Geogrup- 
hic Society - US Army stratosphere expedition gathers scientific 
data at record altitude by Capt A W Stevens (In v 69 ; 1936 ; p 59-94) ; 
and 

5 Scienfifc results of fhe world recordstratosphere flight by Capt 
A W Stevens. (In v 69; 1936; p 693-712). 

1342 GLASS FIBRB ENQUIRY 

(Case Sfudy 152) 
Glass fibre was another topic of recent origin. The first enquiry 
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came from an orthopaedic surgeon. The Encyclopedia Britannic* 
, I  

gave only a short article of ten lines under the heading Glass clot& 
without any bibliography, The Encyclopaedia Britannica book oP: 
the year (1938) disposed of the subject by adding six fines towardd 
the end of the article on Clothing idustry without any attempt at 
bibliography. The 1939 volume of the same work of reference just 
gave a small paragraph under Applied ckmisrry. It also gave refer 
m e  to two general books on chmnistry. But, unfortunately, thee4 
books were not available in the library. Obviously, the topic was  
then too recent for any adequate treatment in standard reference 
books. It was too recent also to be found generally in all standard 
treatises. Pursuit of this subject involved a rapid search into each 
of the recent volumes of the Industrial md engineering chemistry. 
These volumes were then too recent to be covered by the published 
cumulative indexes. Volume 30 belonging to 1938 had an infurwin$- 
article of four pages. It was entitled Fibre glass: Mechanical 
development. This long-range reference service started the enquirer 
on his line of pursuit. 

1343 NYDROPONlCS E~~QUIRY 
(Case Study 153) 

The term 'Hydroponics' ba&d the reader and the reference libra- 
rian alike. Dictionaries gave but little clue. What could it mean? 
The enquirer had heard the word casually; and even its spelling' 
was not definite, A short article in the Encyclopaedia book of the 
year (1939) mentioned it as a recent technique in crop production, 
first conceived in 1927, and applied to floral production in 1934 
and to vegetable production in 1935. But this article did not give 
details. However these three references started the enquirer as wdl 
as the reference librarian on an adventure of further exploration. 
The following references were gut : 

1 American journal of botany; 16; 1929; 682; gave Agriculture 
- meam af crop productrbrz. I 

2 Science; 8 5 ;  1937; 177-178; gave Hydroponics-crop-pro- 
~ ~ ~ E ' o P E  in liquid culture rnedi~. 

3 Sca'ence; 88; 1938; 568-569; gave What is soil? 
4 Nature; 141 ; 1938 ; 536-540; gave Crupprodzcction without soil.. 

1344 MITOGENETIC RADIATION mQUIRY 

(Case Study 154) 
Mitogenetic radiation was then a recent biological development. 
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It had not yet found a place in any reference book. The etymological 
make-up of the term was itself an evidence of its recency. This 
problem had to be pursued as one of long-range reference at the 
instance of the classifier himself. The following books caused this 
enquiry: 

1 Guruwitsch (A): Mitogenetische Str~hlung; 1932; and 
2 Hollander (A) and Clans (W D) : Experimental sf ucIy of the 

problem of mitogenetic radiation; 1937. (Bulletin of the National 
Research Council (U S A), 100). 

This new subject had to be provided with a new class number 
co-extensive with the subject in all its facts. Thc ttnalystico- 
synthetical nature of the Colon Classification in use implied an 
assurance of the practicability of constructing co-extensive class 
numbers. But it demanded as a pre-requisite a fairly accurate 
knowledge of the subject in terms of fundamental concepts. For 
this, the reference librarian had to feed the classifier with as much 

- literature on the subject as could be found in the library. This 
meant a most arduous, though interesting, search of a long range 
nature. A start was made with the BioEagicui abstracts. The refer- 
ences under 'mitogenetic rays' ultimately led the classifier to arrive 
at the most appropriate. placing of the books in question by syn- 
thesising the correct class number for the topic, 

1345 MOLECULAR RAY ENQUIRY 

(Case Study 1 5 5 )  
MoIaular ray was another topic of recent origin. Here too, 

the classifier himself had to initiate long-range reference service. 
The term described a curious state of matter. Its concept had 
originated with the brilliant pioneer work of Dunoyer published in 
Raditrm in 791 1. Details of the pursuit of this then recent subject 
by the classifier are given elsewhere [R43]. 

. . 

135 GONE OUT OF VOGUE 
Sometimes certain types of information go entirely out of vogue. 

Therefore, they may not find a place in current reference books. 
Even the reference cabinet may have been cleared of all traces of 
them. So also, they might have been wiped out of the memory of 
the reference librarian. Therefore, they may be lying unheeded 
in long forgotton reference books of past years or in the dusty 
tomes of books and periodicals closely packed in the tertiary 
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sequence [R35]. These old out-mded volumes might even have: 
been sent away to the distant dormitory collection. However, an 
occasional demand for them may come from a research worker; 
Then, they should be exhumed. This would involve a prolonged 
search. Thus ready reference service of one period may become 
long-range reference service of a later period. 

1351 REGIOMONTANUS ENQUIRY 

(Cme Study 156) 
An enquirer asked for information about Regiomontanus, a 

German astronomer of the fifteenth century. It looked like a 
problem in ready reference service. The current edition of the 
Encydopnediu gave only half a column of information. This was 
too meagre for the enquker. The reference librarian had to go far 
beyond all recent reference books. UltimateIy, he had to bring 
out from the tertiary sequenm the Englih cyc~upaedica of 18 57 and 
the Pemy cyclopaedia of 184 I .  

136 Too MANY FACETS 
Another form of long-range reference service is that of assembling 

together parts of an information, lying scattered in several boob. 
These books themselves may have been scattered in diverse classes. 
No doubt, information requiring such an assemblage of parts will 
be a complex one. Indeed, complexity of the information sought 
is another factor distinguishing ,long-range reference service from 
ready reference service. Invariably the latter is concerned only 
with the location of simple infomation. But the idormation sought 
may have several facets. All of which should be located and brought 
together. Then only, the enquirer will get a complete and reliable 
picture of the information sought by him. This search for all the 
facets leads to long range reference service. 

136 1 PRE-COLWIAN AMERICA ENQUIRY 

(Case Study 1 57) 
An enquiry about pr eColumbian America involved search for 

materials in several classes according to the many facets presented 
by the subject. Worthwhile materials were ultimately traced for 
the enquirer among the books belonging to the classes: astronomy, 
smithy, carpentry, fine arts in general, architecture, engraving, 
pottery, music, linguistics, Buddhism, geography, travels, world 
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histon, American history, archaeology, inscriptions, and anthro- 
pology. 

1 37 LINGUISTIC HURDLE 
Long-range reference service may assume a still. another form. 

It i s  helping the enqqirer to get his facts or information from books 
and periodicals in a language unknown to him. The inclusion of 
this kind of translation service in the obligations of library staff 
may appear far-fetched. But in libraries maintained by industrial 
and commexc3.al enterprises, it is certainly not foreign to the purpose 
of their establishment and maintenance. Even in libraries of 
research institutes, like the Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore, 
this function of the library staff  has been for long considered pre- 

Indeed while recruiting their librarian some years ago, the 
authorities of that Institute preferred proficiency in a multitude of 
foreign languages to a knowledge of Library Science. This did not, 
of comse, receive the approval of the library profession. Even in 
other types of libraries, neither serving research nor having a 
flavqur of quasi-private ownership, the provision of help for the 
readers to cross the linguistic hurdle is slowly being recognised as 
a proper step. This is done, however, with some hesitation. This is 
evidenced by the tendency to make a small charge for this extreme 
farm of reference service. 

1 37 1 TRANSLATION SERVICE IN CHEMISTRY 

Some regarded this as merely a speculation, some twenty years ago. 
'But we were greatly reassured by an occurrence one morning 
(21-1 1-39). I reached the library after wording the above paragraph 
for the iit-st. edition. The foreign mail, considerably delayed by the 
menace of the German submarine, brought the usual bag of scientific 
periodicals, The first periodical picked up happened to be the issue 
of Science of 6 October. O n  opening its contents-page, the title 
Literature serrice for chemists [GZ] attracted my attention. It is 
fully extracted in support of the aspect of long-range reference 
service under consideration. (Italics are mine). 

"Beginning in October 1 the Hooker Scientific--Library, Fayette, 
Missouri, inaugurated a new literature service for chemists. Dr 
Julian F Smith is laving the du Pont Company, where he has been 
doing chemical literature work, to become associate directox of 
the 'Friends of the Hooker Scientific Library,' of which Dr Neil E 
Gordon is director, 
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"Through Dr Smith the library will offer translations and liter* 
ture searches, backed by facilities for providing filmstat or ph~tosta 
~opies  of any matter in the more than twenty thousand volu& 
comprising the collection. To his chemical. education (B S, Illinois 
191 6; M S California 1920; Ph D, Chicago 1922) and his long 
experience in chemical literature work Dr Smith adds linguistic sk@ 
acquired by years of practice in translating from German, French 
Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, Scandinavian, Polish anti 
Russian. 

"The combination of a specialist in technical literature and one 
of the most comprehensive chemical libraries ever assembled is: 
unique in chemical reference service. It offers an unprecedented. 
opportunity to all chemists to have technical literature or patents: 
clearly and accurateIy translated by a chemist, and lo have the 
literature on any problm skilfu/ly combed by an experienced 
searcher who is nu d hampered by language barriers. 

"The Hooker Scientific Library will render these services at cost 
(on a self-supporting but not a profit basis) to members of the 
'Friends of the Hooker Scientific Library.' The minimum fee for an 
individual life membership is $10; for a permanent corporation 
or institutional membership, $100. All who are interested are 
invited to write to Dr Neil E Gordon, Central College, Fayette, 
Missouri." 

13 72 INSDOC TR4NSLATION SERVICE 

Fifteen years later, a similar offer came to be made in India. 
This i s  being given as part of documentation. Since 1948, I ha# 
been striving for the establishment of a Documentation Centre in. 
India. It gained the support of the Government of India only in 
1950. The Insdoc was finally established in 1952. Its f d l  namc is 
Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre. One of its func- 
tions was accepted to be the furnishing of translations of learned 
documants on demand. A nominal fee is charged. This is only to 
keep out frivolous and irresponsible requests. The demand for 
translation service has not yet become large enough to have transla-. 
tion service in State Centres and still less in individual libraries;' 
Even the Insdoc does not get' sac i cn t  requests to maintain a fun: 
quota of permanent trathlators for  several languages. It, therefore,, 
works through a panel of part-timed translators on the basis of 
piece-work contract. To make each library or each National Labo+-- 
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tatory to make its own translations is to ignore the managerial 
concern for economic viability. To make the research worker 
himself to do it is worse. It is a criminal waste of the research- 
potential of the nation. 



CHAPTER 2 

WHY OF LONG RANGE WFERENCE SERVTa 

20 Inlrdaction 
In the fast chapter we examined the wide field covered by long6 

range reference service. Obviously, such a variety of service should 
imply reference librarians with high' qualifications. Indeed, long- 
range reference service requires a twofold qualification. A refer- 
ence librarian should necessarily be proficient in library science, 
This goes without saying. But he should also have done some 
research work. Then only he can help specialists with sympathy 
and understanding. All this should meart a high salary level. Is it 
necessary to spend $0 much on long-range reference service? All 
the Laws of Library Science unanimously and emphatically say 
'yes'. There is first the simple advocacy of the Fourth Law, based 
on its slogan "Save the Time of the Reader." The Second Law is 
no less insistent on grounds of its own. It would plead that "How 
to Use a Library" is by no means a simple matter. In an involved 
question to be tackled, the dficulty sometimes becomes so acute 
that the search is given up by the enquirer in despair. Even an experil 
enced research worker betrays his inability to think of the sourc;es 
to be looked up. Or, a reference needing hours on his part is found 
in a few minutes by a reference librarian. The enquirer I s  then ever 
so grateful. His feeling of helplessness is reflected In his general 
attitude. He makes up his mind that libraries are mysterious insti- 
tutions, making him feel like a baby in a wood of dusty tomes and 
dismal shelving. He wanders down gangways appalled by the 
thousands of books. Moreover, occasionally, a kind of fear possess- 
es him. He makes a few more fevered attempts to hunt down his 
quarry, fails, and leaves the library in despair. Further, the elucida- 
tion of the various types of long-range reference service given in 
the last chapter contains in an implicit form several other answers 
to the why of long-range reference service. We shall now seek to 
make them explicit. 

21 Time Factor 
Some enquirer may think that he can, if he had the time, find out 
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and eLicit from the mute books the secrets kept hidden by them under 
a camouflage of similar and inexpressive faces. But he too should be 
glad to have his time saved by a competent reference librarian. 
ThIs dependence on reference librarian, on grounds of inadequacy 
of time to help oneself, is not always a pretension. It may be genuine 
in the case of an enquirer engaged in serious study. In the case of a 
person, engaged in the extension of the boundaries of knowledge, 
the reference librarian ought to share the work with him. He 
should release for the research worker the time to be spent by him, 
otherwise, in the necessary literature-search for the furtherance 
of his work. Unfortunately the past has bequeathed to us a mislead- 
ing tradition, in the relation of such an enquirer with the library 
staff. It militates against the rapid and healthy development of an 
economic sharing of labour, The research worker has a tendency 
to equate his belper in the library with the laboratory attender. 
He is at best &ken to be a subnormal, far beneath himself in intel- 
lectual-equipment, general ability, and social status. His business is 
believed by him to be simply to fetch the book he is asked to bring. 
Just the ability to read the backs of books is taken to be a sufficient 
quali£ication in a belper in the library. A classified arrangement of 
books is resisted by a research worker. For, he thinks that in that 
case he himself will have to go to the stack-room and pick out his 
books. The implication of this is obvious. The helper in the library 
-rather tho library attender according to the designation given by 
the research worker---cannot know the inside and the mutual 
relation of books. The research worker does not redise the amount 
of his valuable time to be saved positively, by leaving literature- 
search in the hands of a capable reference librarian with ability 
to understand the intricacies of his subject and, by constant practice 
and specialisation, even better than himself. A vast quantity of 
information germane to his investigations appear in rapid succession 
in diverse periodicals. The research worker should realise the saving 
of his own valuable time by leaving to a reference librarian the 
searching, the sifting, and the digesting of all the information so as 
to suit  his speciiic point of view. Then he will realise the advantage 
of a reference librarian having a learning of his own. Without all 
this realisation, the research worker either wastes his own time 
in doing it or goes without the benefit of such a digest. The human 
resources of a community are to be put to the most ecanumic use. 
To secure this, there should be a definite division of labour at this 
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poiht. This has been discovered after a long experience of trial an& 
error. Every research - organisation and every business enterprise 
are known to become more efficient if the research staff and the to' 
management are made to share their work with a competent referen& 
staff of equal status. Status has to be insisted upon for the sake of 
the research-worker himself. Otherwise, he will not accept the help 
of the reference librarian profitably or heartily. Provision of a 
learned and well-paid reference librarian adds to the genuine 
research time of an organisation to a remarkable degree. 

21 1 RESEARCH LIBRARY 
Here is a confirmation of this sentiment: 
"In future the functions of 'searcher' and 'researcher' will become 

more distinct. The qualifications demanded of them axe also in 
many respects distinct; accuracy is, of course, vital to both, but the 
'searcher' need not possess the very high scientific ability that is 
required in a first-class research man; and in view of the over-' 
loading of learning, the latter needs to be relieved of the burden 
of acquiring foreign tongues and spending on spade-work time that 
he c ~ d d  much more profitably devote to his researches." [R68] 

212 Busmess LIBRARY 
No one, closely in tsuch with the development of industrial 

research by the state aad private enterprise, will fail to realise the 
importance of providing for ample long range reference senrice. 
Bringing the recorded knowledge to proper use is of equal, if not 
temporarily greater, practical importance than the ex tension of 
knowledge itself. Here is a realisation of this by a business enter- 
prise. 

/ 

2121 TlTANrUM BUSINESS 

1 was in New York. in 1950. The Librarian of the Nickel Company 
of New Jersey came to me for help. The company was making 
research in the utilisation of titanium. Most of the literature 
on the subject consisted of i t s  awn House Reports. Still it could 
not be ploughed back efficiently into the research team. That was the 
difficulty of the librarian. Much money was being wasted i s  a result 
of this. That was the d*culty of the management. The librarian 
learnt Colon Classification, its facet analysis, and its analytic* 
synthetic approach to the organisation of documents. Within s 
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few months, the management got a better return from its investment 
on research staff, T o  cut the story short, at the time of my leaving 
USA a few months later, the management expressed their apprecia- 
tion of the: better reference service received as a result of my tech- 
nique. The appreciation took even the material form of a large 
titanium diamond. 

2 1 3 PUBLIC LIBRARY 
The same is true even in a public library. The general public 

will become more efficient in their varied occupations including 
the necessary occupation of keeping the home by their time being 
saved by a reference librarian, capable of keeping them continuously 
better Inform& in their respective fields of interest by long-range 
reference service. The public libraries in industrial towns, such as 
Sheffield, Manchester, and Birmingham, already give such intensive 
long range reference service. Surely each community and each major 
industry should have at least one long-range referenece centre in 
common. It should be the clearing house of information. It should 
save the time of the community by the offer of adequate long-range 
reference service. 

22 Dmrnent Flow 
221. OVERWHELMING QUANTITY OF 'BOORS 

Two hundred years ago Dr Johnson wrote "It is indeed culpable 
to load libraries with superfluuus books." Since then at least ten 
million separate works have been added to the world's collection; 
and it will not take Mxy years to make another ten millions; for, 
the present annual rate of book production in the world is about 
250,000. One may wonder what Dr Johnson would say if he were 
asked to indicate the superfluous books. Probably he would not 
have difficulty in deciding on the destruction of a good deal of 
modern fiction. But when it came to works purporting to contain 
useful information, even Dr Johnson might have doubted as to his 
own judgment. 

221 POTENTIALLY GREAT PLENTY 
We must make up our minds that the volume of reoorded know- 

ledge will continue to swell at an overwhelming rate and address 
ourselves more eagerly than the past to put them to better use. 
Yes. We are suffering from a terrific accumulation of the materials 
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and instruments of knowledge. Nu savant however eminent 
now afford to say "What I don't know is not knowledge." Low 
rang reference service is necessary to make the vast stores d 
information available to those who need them and can put t h q  
to active use. 0 therwise our potentially great platy will be nothim 
but a mockery. 

222 OVERWBE~IMG QUANTITY OF PERIODICALS 
The need for reference service is made even more pressing bg(: 

periodical literature. Excluding patent speci ficati om, between 4 
million and a million and a half scientsc and technical pap& 
are published each year. They get published in about 20,000 sde@ 
t&c periodicals. The periodical is the most dreadful and insidio* 
form of print ever invented. If we are induced to subscribe for on& 
year we feel we must go on. An incomplete or broken set is revoltinpt 
to all the best feelings of the true librarian. The reason for the 
increase af periodicals is the enormous increase in the number of 
research workers dl over the world. At present every one af th- 
feels, if he wishes to get on in We, that he mwt publish at least one 
paper a year. Enthusiastic heads of departments feel ehat they 
must grind oat papers corresponding in number to the size of the 
department. Most of them in conformity with university regula- 
tions publish the students' exercises, gaining research degrees. Some 
publish almost all of their notebooks! 

2221 NECESSITY TO PERUSE 

Of course the periodicals may not be much read. Particular papem 
may be simply noted for possible future use. One or two only map 
be read. But they cannot be ig~ured. Even to b o w  that there 
is nothing wofth knowing in a particular issue of a periodical it: 
has to be perused and sized up. Yes. For the expert or the resear& 
worker, this is the age of periodicals. 

2222 NECESSITY FQR WORLD COVERAGE 

He can no longer depend merely on the facts, data, news, a d  
views beingput forward in his own country. Information is essentj~~ld 
iy a world-wide product, And he is required to know, not merelp 
what is said and done in his country, but what is done and sai& 
throughout the world. This makes the quantity of materials falling 
within the purview of any worker quite enormous. For e m p l @  
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there are perhaps a mlllion volumes which can properly take their 
place in an agricultural library either as basic material or as necessary 
material .on allied sciences. The two largest agricultural libraries 
i' the world-that in the Department of Agriculture in the United 
States with about 200,000 volumes and of the International Institute 
of Agriculture at Rome with about 320,000 volumes--contain only 
a small fraction of what exists in print. Thus the literature is so 
overwhelming in quantity that any expert is in need of sharing 
the work of literature search for information with an expert long- 
range reference librarian. 

23 Telescoping of Information 
Again the various branches of sciences and technology on the 

one hand and the social sciences and the humanities on the other 
are becoming more and more dependent upon one another. Devel- 
opment in one field has immediate repurcussions in others which 
formerly pursued a distinct path. Witness for example the intimate 
relation between development in acoustics, electricity, and optics 
in connecbon with recent technical applications such as broadcasting, 
wireless, talkies, etc. The radio has affected even the dramatist. 
The radio play-wright is obliged to invent new techniques as his 
audience is denied d a r  aids, He has to produce a11 the necessary 
effect through the aural sense alone. Such interdependence of the 
sciences and other fields of knowledge gives rise to increased diffi- 
culties in tracing information in printed materials. The contents 
of many of which may be of considerable interest if not of importance 
to more than one field of thought. 

23 1 RAMIFICATIONS OF RUBBER  USTRY TRY 
Let us take an example from another place. Let us consider the 

rubber industry. How many are the sciences involved! In the 
cultivation of the rubber tree, the botanists and the mycologists 
art perhaps of great importance. The subsequent stages of manu- 
facture demand. the specialist knowledge of the chemist, the 
physicist, and the engineer. In addition, the business side calls 
for expert statisticians, accountants, production engineers, person- 
nel officers, public relations men, and management specialists. 
Needless to say many countries are interested in this great 
industry and information is printed in most of the principal languages 
of the world. 
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232 WEATHER REPORT AND COTTON CROP 
Let us take another example. The weather reports were used by 

a bank to determine the basis on which a loan to a fim in one of 
the Southern States of America could be granted. The firm's 
ability to pay depended upon the cotton crop. The cotton crop 
depended upon the boll-weevil. It was known that the boll-weevil 
propagates under certain weather conditions. Therefore, the study 
of weather reports can help in fixing the limit to loan to a firm. 

How true are the words of Francis Thompson LT.31 

All things by immortal power . . 

Near or far 
Hiddcnly 
To each other linked are, 
That thou canst not stir a flower 
Without troubling of a star. 

And so the bank was obliged to get information from weather 
reports through the reference librarian. 

233 FUTURE OF REFERENCE SERVICE 
It is not yet widely realised that the reference librarians can 

do much for the advancement of science, industry, and learning. 
For it is nut yet fully realised how they may do their share to help 
original thinking. Till recent times, library service to readers had 
been largely passive. Organised reference service of an active type 
i s  still only in its infancy. Only latterly have librarians learned 
that their duties do nut end merely in storing and cataloguing 
information and literature and their ~ ~ o s t  hnportant successes 
are to be achieved by an active policy of bringing their information 
and literature to the notice of those in need of them. With sufficienl 
effort exerted by the profession and the public, long-range reference 
service should develop greatly in the next few years. The present-day 
prejudice will disappear. Scientists and authors will begin to realise 
that the man in the library can be of great service to them. The 
advanced workers will no longcr look down on their colleagues 
working in the library. They will realise how much relevant in for ma- 
tion can be revealed in a remarkably short time by a man spending 
his life amidst books and on books. As this realisation matures, 
long-range reference service will form the most vital and the most 
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considerable part of the work in all important libraries. The future 
of reference service will be assured. 

24 Abstracting Periodicals 
24 1 T ~ e m  INADEQUACY IN COVERAGE 

:, 
There is yet another reason for long-range reference service. 

me volume of scientific and: research literature published through- 
.: out the world at the present time is very large. It i s  obviously 

impossible for any individual worker to read all the publicati.ons, 
relating even to his awn particular branch of activity much less to 
keep abreast of general progress by direct reading. Scientific abstrac- 
ting has been invented to overcome this difficulty as far as possible. 
The abstracting periodical itself publishes no original work. It 
only abstracts the .articles in other perjodicals and sometimes 
even books. The total number of such abstracting periodicals now 
current is about 500. They contain about 1,500,000 abstracts. 
If duplicates are ignored they refcr only to about 380,000 different 
papers; and it has been estimated thdt only a third of the scientific 
papers are now being covered by the abstracting period.icals. The 
other two-thirds are misscd altogether. 

242 HAPHAZARD VARIATION 
This i s  not the only trouble. The abstracting periodicals  lea^, e 

much to be desired from a variety of other points of view. Unfortu- 
nately, there is little co-ordination in their undertakings to-day. 
The systems of classification adopted by than vary far too much. 
'It is impossible either to  amalgamate the various entries into a 
single index or switch on from one abstracting periodical to another. 
The variation from one periodical to another is very haphazard. 
Many a worker fails to get full use. To get full use, he should be 
helped on every occasion by a specialist reference librarian. 

243 VAGARIES OF THE ALPHABETICAL INDEX 
The entry elements af many subject entries in the alphabetical 

index are often multi-worded. No standard is followed in respect 
of their permutation. Therefore, there is no consistency in the choice 
of the entry word. Hence the arrangement of the index part of the 
abstracting periodicals presents all the possible vagaries in even 
a more pronounced degree. Owing to the mass of synonyms avail- 
able, articles of essentially similar contents lie hopelessly scattered 
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under a series of headings. Even.an elaborate system of cross refer- 
ences can hardly correlate them. A living man-a reference libra- 
rh-specialising in understanding their vagaries should help the 
enquirer. 

25 Linguistic Reasons 
Before World War I, practically all the important learned bodies 

published their periodical. publications in English, French, German 
or Italian. Anyone, able to read these- languages, could follow 
most of the progress in the several sciences. But, to-day, the wave 
of nationalism is introducing a linguistic hurdle. For example, 
formerly Russia used to produce only a few, though good, papers. 
Now, it publishes more voluminousIy than any other country. 
It should be remembered that to-day Russia publishes 704 learn& 
periodicals of high standing. They are distributed as shown below: 

Library science 
Natural ,sciences and their applications 
Fine .arts 
Education 
Social sciences 

Total in Russian . 
In other languages 

Total 709 

25 1 RENASCENCE IN ASIA AND AFRICA 
If this were all, it would simply add one more language to the list. 

But it is not all. Among the nations set free after the last war are 
some very gifted persons. Their investigations cannot be ignored 
by an expert concerned with their particular subjects. But with the 
liberation of the nations came also the liberation of their languages. 
Even the mast ruthless oppressors never succeeded in stamping out 
their languages. The use of their language is for the people of the 
new nations a pious duty. Naturally they seek to perform it most 
passionately and devotedly. Research workers in these newly liberat- 
ed nations now publish in their own languages, and not as before the 
wax, in one of the four imperialistic ones. The ancient countries 
of Asia and Africa have also begun to emerge from their lethargy. 

'. .. 
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They have nearly cornpIe ted their probation of expressing their 
discoveries in foreign media. For some years, Japan and China 
were experimenting with bilingualism. - Now they have taken the next 
step of shedding the alien language except for brief summaries. 
The adults of India too have begun to talk of the mother tongue. 
But the youth of the country have gone a step further. They have, 
already, taken the school and college magazines to the bilingual stage. 
Ta all probability, on their reaching adulthood, the mother tongue 
,will gain full status. The research output of India cannot be ignored 
by anybody in the world, on account of i t s  quantity as well. as quality. 
This would add, not one, but a dozen new languages to the list. 
So an experf having obtained access to a paper wanted by him 
may have the mortification of finding it to be in a language not 
even identifiable by him. 

252 REHABIL~ATCON OF LANGUAGES 
Some of these languages had never in the past been used for science 

or indeed fur any high intellectual activity. They contained no 
scientific terms. Sometimes they did not have the word to express 
even so simple a notion as a 'percentage.' Quite undeterred by this 
difficulty, the scientific workers have proceeded to coin new words 
to express new scientific conceptions. We should not blame them. 
During the long years of repression, the chief tie keeping them 
together was their language. Children learnt it from their mothers, 
sometimes under difficulties and even threats of dire penalty. 
By a true instinct, they knew that, so long as they kept their language, 
they had the key which would one day loosen their fetters. And 
now that they have their liberty, they are remaining faithful to the 
old mother tongue. 

25 3 TRANSLATION SERVICE 
What light does all this throw on the why of long-range reference 

service in research libraries, business libraries, university libraries, 
national and state central libraries, and at least to some extent, even 
in big public libraries? The small Madras University Library, 
with only a hundred thousand volumes on its shelves and taking 
only a little over a thousand periodicals thirty years ago, had to 
handle thirty languages. This happens in all the libraries of the 
world. Are the materials to smoulder on the shelves and become 
a diet for worms? Or is the library to break through the linguistic 
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must, pick out the meat inside, 'dress it in a palatable form, and 
serve it to the readers with an appetite for them? The Laws of Lib- 
rary Science have no hesitation in saying "yes" to the latter question. 
Libraries must arrange for translation service. 



CHAPTER 3 

HOW OF LONG RANGE REFERENCE SERVICE 

3 1 Introduction 
As stated in the preliminary paragraphs of the last chapter, 

long-range reference service needs a s taSF with high qualifications 
--pelsons not only proficient in ljbxary science but also with 
experience of research work. Even such a highly qualified staff 
should make arduous preparation to fulfil the demands of long& 
range reference service in an eficient way. They should have a 
high sense of duty. Their own conscience should prompt them 
to do their best. Hardly any genuine enquirer knows the extent 
of help to be drawn from the reference librarian. Therefore, in 
most cases, long-range reference service implies voluntary offer of 
service. 

32 Stimulation by Service 
A conscientious reference librarian is stimulated by the very 

act of service-actual, active service-to rise to his highest level. 
-Indeed the greater the demand from enquirers, the richer becomes 
his experience and the more profound become his resources. 
The after-effect of an exasperating search for some refractory piece 
of knowledge, in co-operation with an advanced research worker 
hungering for it, is most exhilarating to a reference librarian. 
Indeed the process of assimilation after long-range reference service 
is even more elevating and pleasurable than after ready reference 
service. 

33 Three Processes 
In section 302 of part F, the how of ready reference service was 

said to consist of three processes. I t  is so in long-range reference 
service a&. They are preparation, service, and assimilation. These 
three processes are but phases of one continuous experience. They 
are nut temporally exclusive of one another. They really co-exist 
for every reference librarian giving himself away absolutely to his 
noble work. They are less separable in long-range reference service 
than in ready reference service. For, there is this difference between 
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them. More than the latter, the former is a persistent type of work. 
By its very nature, the idea pursued has to be ever kept dive. It 
must be allowed to simmer continuciusly in the mind. 

F 

34 Yoked with the Idea 
we ideal reference librarian eats, drinks, sleeps, and talks his long 

range reference problems throughout the twenty-four hours, the 
week, the month, and theyear, His physicalwhereabouts at my one 
time is immaterial. He carries his problem with him hme. He 
brings it back with him in the evening and in the morning to the 
library, He is, in effect, as much engaged with it outside the l i b r q  
as inside it. He cannot shake off his problem at any t h e .  He is 
very much like the person with the mind in Yoga (yoked with a 
pursuit). Whatever his apparent action, he is not in it but in Yoga 
with his problem. As the Lord puts it: 

"When he sees, hears, tastes, smells, eats, moves, sleeps, breathes, 
speaks, takes, ejects, opens his eyes or closes them, he holds that it is 
only the senses acting upon the objects of the senses." [B4]. 



CHAPTER 4 

PREPARATION 

41 Skeletal KnowIedge of Subject 
In long-range reference service, the problem of discovery is an 

active one, Before undertaking to discover the tnformation in a 
written form available and suitable to a particular enquirer, it is 
necessary to make certain preliminary investigations and survey. 
The subjects of interest to the library clientele in general axe first 
to be correctly understood. The next step is to get a working 
knowledge of the subjects involved. This requires a careful reading 
of a few authoritative publications and a rapid survey of the litera- 
ture of the subject as a whole. The goal of such a survey is to obtain 
a broad skeletal knowledge of the subject, its parts, and phases. 
It is also to discover the relationship of the parts among themselves 
and to other fields of knowledge. It is again to acquire a wide 
vocabulary of the subjects. 

41.1 EMPHASIS WITHIN A S~BJ-ECT 
Again the emphasis within a subject will depend upon the nature 

of the library in the case of special libraries and the nature of the 
enquirer in the case of general libraries. The clientele of a business 
library, for example, and the industrl a1 and corn  erchl enquizers 
of a general library more often need current informattion than 
historical informadon. The detailed description of practices 
and methods are more often wanted than of theory and opinion. 
Reference books-that is, books, handbooks, annuals, directories 
-and transactions and proceedings of associations, articles, 
surveys, etc, have to bc more often pressed into service than ordinaq 
books. Detailed and technical treatments are necessary, Elementary 
and general or popular book or article is seldom of value. On the 
other hand, an antiquarian enquirer or one interested in anthro- 
pological work will make the reference librarian dive into materials 
of just the opposite kind. 

42 Source 
421 THREE K ~ D S  

The, preparation in long-range reference service usually involves 
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search for specialised materials. This requires the use of three 
different groups of bibliographical sources : 

1 Bibliographies in the particular subject field, especially ab- 
stracting an4 indexing periodicals, annual reviews, and periodicals 
containing reviews; 

2 Similar bibliographies, not limited to the particular subject 
field, but of broader one$ including it along with others; and 

3 Comprehensive bibliographies covering all subject fields, but 
limited to a particular kind of publications such as periodicals, 
articles, theses, etc, and limited chronological~y or geographi- 
cally. 

422 COLLATERAL SOURCES 
Examination of the third group of materials often yields a rich 

harvest, valuable in a particular field, though originated outside 
that field. They are often missed by the bibliographies prepared 
specially for that particular field. Discovery and recognition of 
the value of the occasional publication prepared for one use, but 
valuable in an entirely different field, is an important service 
expected from a reference librarian, To do this service, he should, 
of course, know the special subject. In addition, he should also 
know the important bibliographical sources in related or collateral 
subjects. Many of the sources may not have arranged their entries 
according to subjects. Or if they are classified, the classification 
may not correspond with, but represent, a cross-section of, the 
subjects of interest to the problem pursued. It is therefore necessary 
in many cases to check through entirely. A knowledge of  such 
sources and of the methods of checking them through has to be 
built up gradually by each reference librarian. The number of abs- 
tracting and indexing periodicals is now in several hundreds. The 
reference librarian should scan the relevant ones systematically* 

423 UNPKINTED SOURCES 
Long-range reference service in special fields frequently need 

information not yet brought to print. The reference librarian should 
therefore keep himself informed of the research in progress on the 
frontiers of the subject of specialisation. The research work may be 
conducted in academic institutions or co-operatively in learned 
ass&tions, or in individual business corporations, or in research 
foundation's or in national laboratories. A pre-requisite for the 
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discovery of swh nascent activities is to secure for the library 
membership in the learned bodies and other organisations carrying 
on research. The announcement, membership bulletin, and annual 
reports, often give i n f o ~ t i o n  proving to be effective starting points. 
The research activities of government bureaux are generally indicated 
in their annual reports. Through them, the reference librarian can 
discover research projects, in advance of their publication. A 
amber  of universities issue lists of theses in preparation. A few 
publish their doctoral dissertatjans as annuals. Others have them 
published in periodicals such as the American ecclautzl'c review 
and the Polit kaE sci~nce qlcartedy . Some other periodicals often 
mention investigations under way, informally or as news notes. 
Examples of this sort are 

Domestic commerce issued by the United States Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce; and 

Personnel ~ O U V F Z L E ~  issued by the Personnel Research Founda- 
tioqs 

424 NEWSPAPER AS SOURCE 
Sometimes research studies and investigations are reported in 

the newspapers at their inception. Sometimes newspapers have 
feature articles on important conclusions brought to light. It 
is extremely worthwhile for a reference librarian to record such in- 
vestigations by their subjects, either in the catalogue or in tbe 
reference cabinet, so as to file with the materials on the same subject. 
This must be done in the first announcement of a project. There- 
dter, it i s  often. possible to obtain some desired information, 
even during the progress of.f.the investigation. Reports to be publish- 
ed may often get advance mention in the daily press. This makes it 
possible to secure them sooner than In the case of dependence 
on the post-facto trade lists alone. To do a11 this, requires rather 
close scanning of both newspapers and periodicals. Such a scann- 
ing is redly necessary for useful, intelligent long-range reference 
service. 

425 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Abstracting 'and indexing periodicials are beginning to appear 

rather late in the social sciences. To add to this, newspapers often 
form the media for first communication in the field of political 
and economic affairs. It may take long for them to reach t h e  stage 
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of inclusion in regular periodicals and books. Some of them may 
not reach that stage at .all. And yet, communications-particularly 
those made by government organisations and by leaders-are 
great current value. Newspapers are rich in such communications. 
Generally, newspapers are not covered by abstracting and indexing 
periodicals. Therefore, the reference librarian should scan news- 
papers and note down information about useful items.. 

426 NEWSPAPER CUTTING 
This work is now being organised prcperly. In a specialised 

library, relevant cuttings from newspapers are filed. They are also 
classiiied and listed. -A classified indexing circular is brought out 
periodically. For example, P N Kaula started a monthly list of 
this, kind for the field of. Personnel Management. As librarian 
of the Library of the Ministry of Employment and Labour of  the 
Government of India, he has been issuing such circulars on a monthly 
basis. He got the inspiration for such a preparation for long-range 
reference service from the account of the Newspaper Cuttings Service 
seen by me in the Chatham House, London, and in the Biblio- 
graphical Institute in Copenhagen, and the scheme fwished by 
me for adoption by the headquarters ofice of the Indian National 
Congress at DelE (R40). 

43 Gathering 
Next to scanning the sources comes the gathering of information. 

The information may have to be gathered either on demand or in 
anticipation. The variety of questions actually brought up by en- 
quirers-and of the questions anticipated on the basis of local kaow- 
Iedge and contemporary happenings should get interlaced in the 
mind of the reference librarian. With the back of his mind filled 
withsuch an amalgam of problems, he should explore the resources 
of the library and gather information in a systematic way. From 
this point of view, we may recognise three distinct fields for search: 
The old stock of the library, the recent additions, and the current 
issues of the periodicals taken by the library. 

43 1 SHELF-STUDY 
Of these three fields for search, the old stock of the library forms 

the most formidable one. The books already in stock need to be 
re-read frequently. Their potentiality is seldom exhausted. They 
act like a kaleidoscope. Every change in the angle of approach 



yields a new pattern. .What the old stock can yield depends upon 
what we take to it in our apperception. As the enquirers, actual and 
anticipated, grow, our apperception grcrws too. Books or passages 
in books, without any meaning in the past, splash out a new message 
when pursued-perhaps a hundredth time i t  may be-with a 
newly enrich ed apperception. This repeated skipping through the 
old books we shall call shelf-study. Shelf-study foms one of the 
corner stones in the preparation for long-range reference service. 
A reference librarian should steal every possible minute fur this 
important mode of gathering infomation. 

43 1 1. R E S P ~ N S ~ I L I T Y  OF THE LIBRARY AUTHORITY 

The library authorities should realise that the Library can render 
its greatest possible good to the cornunity ody if it provides in 
the the-table of the staff sufEcient free t h e  for such a preparatory 
shelf-study by the reference librarian. Tbey should dso reaiise 
that this would ultbateIy mean increase in reference st&'. Quite 
unaccustomed to the benefits of the right kind of long-range refer- 
ence service and perhaps being fortuitously so placed in life that 
they had got on gloriously . without such intimate sentice, many 
a man in power is quite blind to the need for shelf-study. He irna- 
gines, under the pressure of nineteenth century tradition whi& 
done he knows, that work in a library is a mechanical one and a 
soft  one. He laughs at the suggestion that the reference librarian 
has to read most of the books and re-read them from time to time, 
He even quotes a Victorian saw out of its mntext and strives to 
score against the librarian, amidst the laughter of an admiring 
but ignorant pack of lookers-on, with the epigram "A librarian 
who reads is last" ? Perhaps if he is of a generous nature, he may put 
down such a reading of books merely to the credit of an unusual 
type of individual librarian who happens to love reading. 

4312 HOPE FOR THE FUTURE 

But we hope that this state of affairs will change very soon. The 
excellent result aIready achj wed, dften in spite of reference sections 
being serioitsly understaffed and working under adverse conditions, 
show that t h e  wholesale development of long-range reference 
service, adequately staffed and financed would have the must momen- 
tous results on national and international progress, Such a develop- 
ment is sure to come as soon as the present generation of youth, 
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now being accustomed to Lung-range reference service, grow into 
adulthood and come to occupy positions of power. This hope is 
already beginning to be redised though it was expressed in the 
first edition in 1940 only. 

432 RECORD OF RESULT 
To make the discoveries made during shelf-study available for 

ready use on all future occasions, the long-range reference librarian 
should adopt one of two methods : 

Either he must suggest to the Tec,hnical Section the preparation of 
additional analytical or cross reference. entries; qr -if the  matter 
does not admit of them, he should himself prepare the necessary 
slips and file them in the reference cabinet. 

433 WAVE-FRONT OF KNOWLEDGE 
Unlike the old stock in the library, the current issues of the 

periodicals provide opportunities for the reference librarian to 
keep himself abreast of the world's progress hi knowledge. Indeed, 
he should in that way "keep ahead of the game." The pwiodicals 
give the very wave-front in the advance of knowledge. Frequently 
a short note in a periodical reveals the existence of an important 
paper em'anating from an obscure source but exactly answering the 
needs of an enquirer, An experienced reference librarian assisted 
by an intelligent junior can at one and the same time survey the 
periodical publications, not only for the purpose of gathering 
information, but also for helping the Book Selection Section. He 
could spot out much literature which, but for his efforts, might 
remain out of sight for months after publication. The reference 
librarian knows the needs of the clientele far better than any other 
section. 

"The toad beneath the harrow knows 
Exactly where each pin point goes." 

says the poet. Similarly the reference librarian knows exactly for 
what topics i t  is vain to send a reader to the stack-room, and, by 
inference, in what subjects his library is weak. 

434 SECONDARY WAVE-FRONT 
The recent additions of books give the secondary waue-front in 
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the advance of knowredge. The books are no doubt behind the 
periodicals in point of time. But, they have the advantage of giving 
a more comprehensive exposition of the new discoveries and in 
particular give their correct orient ation in relatioa to existing 
knowledge. The new arrivals in the library s huuld be perused rapidly 
by the ' reference librarian. If they form a considerable number, a 
careful distribution of the universe of knowledge among the 
different reference librarians will. suggest itself obviously. This work 
of perusing the new arrivals is best done during the period of their 
display in the show case before being released for ban-a weak 
or a fortnight according to the practice of the library, If a minute 
system of classification is used in the library, the work of the Tech- 
nical Sec tion-the class number and the analytical entries-would 
minimise the time to be spent by the reference librarian on this 
preliminary perusal. The reference librarian knows more intimately 
than the Technical Section the topics engaging the attention of tbe - 
cfientde most. Therefore, it is his duty to advise that sectiori about 
worthwhile analytical entries. 

44 Recraitment of Reference Librarian 
44 1 SUBJECT SPECIALISATION 

This calls for a principle to Be followed in the recruitment of 
reference librarians in a large library. The reference posts should be 
distributed among several subject-fields so as to cover the entire 
universe of knowledge. This should be sirnilax to the distribution 
of teaching posts in an educettimal institution among several 
subjects. The shelf-study of the old stock and the scanning of the 
new books, periodicals, and newspapers will then be done more 
systematicaly, intensively, and effectively than otherwise, 

442 HIGHLEVELOFRECRUITMENT . 

A real 'live' reference service can ody be created by a personnel 
with a special flair for locating, as if by a sense of s c a t ,  useful infor- 
mation in the most unexpected quarters and far disseminating it in 
the most useful way. A large amount of work is necessarily routine. 
But it must nut be allowed to become too much so. In long-range 
reference service, Initiative is  of high importance. It is thought in 
some quarters that it can be built up and worked by the use of card 
indexes operated by dull creatures and even by semi-literate offiw 
boys. It is wrongly believed that the apical position in a library is 
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that of a dignified official whose main job is the unwinding of red 
tape and hob-nobbing with the executive of the main body of wlric h 
the library forms a part, and who believes it to be beneath his dignity 
either to read books or to find out the needs of the clientele in a 
personal way. Reference service cannot and never will succeed in 
offering consistently the required exact infomation on specific 
subjects, if the policy of the top-management encourages or even 
tolerates such an attitude in librarians of any grade. Only a negligible 
proportion of lmg-range reference service can be performed to 
maximum efficiency by cheap labour driven by indolent officers. 
Experience indicates that money 'saved' by the employment of lbw 
salaxied staff is rather 'wasted', owing to the resultant loss of time 
and energy on the part of the senior staff and the troubles arising 
from inaccurate work done by those whose training does not render 
thm sufliciently appreciative of the importance of the cmsldera- 
tions invoked, frequently in matters of detail. The situation be- 
comes deplorable when work in a library is taken to be wholly 
clerical and raw hands are thrown in on every pretext; and it be- 
comes a real heart-break when even these raw hands are taken 
away frivolously to other departments 8s soon as they pick up a few 
weeks' experience and another brand new hand is thrust in. 

443 NEW DANGER 
A new danger is taking shape to-day. The number of library 

schools has increased like mushroom. They are mostly run by 
overworked part-timed teachers or by full-timed indolent misfits. 

' There Is hardly any grind in classiiication and cataloguing. No 
trouble is taken to widen the basic knowledge of students or even 
to familiarise them with the basic reference books and treatises, 
No practice is given in doing or even observing reference service 
being done or in constructing bibliographies or id literature search. 
What is worse, no discrimination is made between ekmenfary and 
advanced courses in Library Science. The employer is made to 
expect anybody with elementary training to do reference service. 
It is like expecting a draftsman tb design a monumental building 
or a holder of w.school-kal certa~ate to conduct college classes. 

45 Cohtact with Specialists 
To create a real 'live' reference service the reference libradan 

should b v e  not only intimate acquaintance with printed matter 
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and manuscripts but also with men steeped in information. In some 
cases the enquiry may have to be circulated tp a number of specialists 
so that the greatest possible measure of knowledge and experience 
can be brought i n t ~  play. This applies to enquiries about items of 
knowledge too recent or too unsettled to be answered merely by 
reference to literature, For its eficient operation, such work 
demands, not merely knowledge of the tshnjcaIities of the subject, 
but also a wide knowledge of scientific and technical personnel all 
wer the world. 

451 RESEARCH CONSULTANT 
The system of honorary or part-timed research consultants in 

i e  Congressional Library of the United states shows the direction 
in which national libraries . shodd move to make the . reference 
service ~f the country as unerring and complete as possible. . - 

. 

452 COMMCTNITY POTENT= TO BE TAPPER 
Even local libraries should adopt the same principle to exploit 

local talents effectively, The local library should have a list of the 
specialists residing within its area-particularly of the ripe old 
retired specialists who are too old to take regular service but whose 
mature experience and accuniulated knowtedge sh0111d not be allow- 
ed to run to waste. In must cases such experienced scholars will 
be very glad to place their knowledge at the service of the local 
library if they are approached in t he-proper way; for such congenial 
work will relieve them of their tedium. T4e c ~ m u n i t y  potential 
for reference service should be diligently tapped. It can be seen 
from this that the reference librarian has but little to do as a mere 
curator of books, He must be a man capable of making contacts 
and of maintaining good relation with scholars of eminence. 

46 Cantact with Docmentation Centres 
During recent years it has been realised in most countries that 

this process of consulting specialists should be better organised . 
It has been found to be an advantage to entrust the work to a body 
designed to act as liaison between the different libraries and the warld 
of scholars. The correct thing, it has been redised, is to pool the 
resources on a regional, national, and even international basis. 
There should be a hierarchy of pooling organisations. The reference 
librarian should keep himsdf infoxmed of al l  such. bodies. These 
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are now-a-days called Documentation Centres. h some countries, 
directories of such documentation centres exist. But India is yet 
to have one. There are also directories devoted to documentation 
in special fields of science. The reference librarian should be thoro- 
ughly familiar with them. He should know where to apply for 
reliable infarmation when the capacity of the collection in h ~ s  
library and of the specialists in his area proves inadequate. 
Such documentation centres fall into four classes if chsssed 

by the geogtaphical and subject characteristics. We may label 
them as: 

1 National (special) Centre; 
2 National.(general) Centre ; 
3 International (special) Centre ; and 
4 International (general) Centre.. . 

Some examples are given in the succeeding sections. 

,461 NATIONAL (SPECIAL) CENTRE 
46 1 1 AGRICULTURE 

One example is given by way of ilIustration. Thanks to the strong 
line taken by the Imperial Agricultural Conference at Westminster 
in 1927, there are now established in the United Kingdom eight 
agricultural bureaux. The function of each of them is to supply 
information on subjects coming within its purview to any agricultural 
expert within the Commonwealth. The prescribed channel af com- 
munication is through the official correspondent. But in practice 
a very liberal interpretation is put on this; and information is 
freely given to any borza fide enquirer. Certainly any enquiry from 
a librarian would receive full attention. The following is the list 
OF t h e  bureaux established as a result of the Conference, with a list 
of the subjects haadled by them: 

1 Commonwealth Bureau of Boil Science, Rothmsted Experi- 
mental Station, Herpendon. Soils, fertilisers, crop-production. 

2 Commonwealth Bureau of Plant Genetics, Agricultural Build- 
ings, Alexandra Road, Aberystwyth. Grass and forage crops. 

3 Commonwealth Bureau o f  Fruit production, East Malling 
Research Station, Kent. Fruit-growing and transport. 

4 Commonwealth Bureau of Plant Genetics, School of AgricuI- 
ture, Cambridge. Plant breeding, especially cereals. 



5 Commonwealth Bureau of Animal .Health, Veterinary .Labom 
ratory, New Haw, Waybridge, Surrey. 

6 . Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Pathology, Winches 
. F m ,  Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Parasites .of ani.ma1s. 
7 Commonwealth Bureau of Animal Nutrition, Reid Library, 

-Rowett Institute, Bucksburn, Aberdeen. Animal nutrition. 
8 Commonwealth Bureau of Animal Genetics, King's Buildings, 

Edinburgh University . Breeding of. Animals. 

46 12 OTHER SUBIECTS 
Some national bodies publish periodical bulletins containing 

abstracts of the latest contributions to the subjects in which they 
specialise. The reference librarian should be thoroughly familiar 
with those in the subjects in which he specialises. Here are some 
examples : 

1 British Cast Iran Research Association: QutzrtrrJy bulletin 
(1923). The last section contains abstracts from foundry literature, 
including abstracts of patent specifications. 

2 British Nan-ferrous Metals Research Association: Bulkfin, 
The section 'fAdvances ia non-ferrous metals industry" contains 
a series of notes on the most important publications. 

3 T b  Royal Institute of International Affairs, founded in I920 
fur the scientik study of international questions, political, s o -  
nomic, and legal, has an information department. It: deals with 
enquiries on international affairs. It also publishes a Bufletirz of 
international news. II'his gives notes of forthcoming internatio~al 
meetings md references to texts of agreements or official correspon- 
dence appearing in periodicals. The Information Department is 
prepared to assist in any serious enquiry concerning international 
affairs, Where research is involved which cannot be d d t  with 
by the permanent staff in the time available, arrangements can 
be made for the employment, on payment, of a skilled research 
worker at whose disposal the resources of the Department are 
placed. 

462 NAT~~NAL (GENERAL) CENTRES 
Here are some examples of national dwumentatim centres 

which handle a variety of subjects: 
1 India: Indian National ScJmti6c Documentation Cmtre, 

denoted by the term Insdoc. It covers the Natural Sciences. There 
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is a demand to have another National Centre for the Social Sciences 
[R66]. 

2 Great 'Britain : Asskiation of Special Libraries and Informa- 
tion Bureaux, denoted by the term Aslib. It publishes the Aslib 
directory: Th3s i s  a guide to sources of inf~rmation in the United 

a Kingdom. The ed of 1957 is in two volumes. It mentions 3,307 
7 7 r 3 libraries. 

3 United States : Special 'Libraries Association. This body pub- 
lished its Special libraries directory of lrhe United States arzd Cmada 
extending to 253 pages in 1935. 1957, it brought out ed 5 of the 
Handbook of 'comlirercicil; financial, and infomarion services by 
Walter Hausdorfer; ' 

4 Russia : The following is a useful publication of the Indiana 
University : Horetky f P. L). Librat ies and bib'bliugruphic centres in 
tire Soviet Union; 2959. Viniti is the national, centre. 

5 Germany; Sweden, Denrhark, and Switzerland have all similar 
general nat~mal  centres. Deutscher Verband Techniseh-Wissen- 
schaftlicher Verein (German Central T&hnical Information Service) 
was breated as art Agency for hforrtlation: an Sources of Scientific 
and Engineering Literatute as an independent and neutral cIearing 
house in such a way that it could co-operate with the existing infor- 
mation departments without interfering with their independence 
or individual devdopment. Enquiries received by the Agency 
are forwarded to the sectimakinformation departmknts best qualified 
to deal with them; and the latter could' communicate with the 
enquirer direct. By such a dwentralisation, large expenses are 
avoided, while prompt and satisfactory action is ensured. 'The 
sphere of action of the Agency is in no way restricted. A11 enquiries 
whether from home or abroad are: handled in the same way. 
Thus this new agency represented merely an organisatianal measure 
fox the systematic co-ordination of the existing individual infomad 
tion departments. 

463 INTERNATIONAL (SPECIAL) CENTRES 
The following publications list the chief international docummta- 

tion centres, spe~ialising, in particular subjects before World War I1 : 
1 Reper faire fntermf ionril de3 centres de documehtat ion chimique. 

Paris. Office International de Chimie; 1935 ; 11 5,. . 
2 Ouidemohdialpourles blbliothequeset centresde documentation 

agrieoles, a ~ o m e .  Institute International dtAgriculture; 1938. . 



3. - Repertoire dm centres nationatrx de. docunaentatic)n peagogfqued. 
Institute International de Co-operation Intellectuelle. (Paris). 1934 ; 
French and English; 87 . . 

4 Inslitufionsp~ur I"ci& scieratifiqw dm relatiurn intemationales. 
Paris. French and English. 87 pp. , . : 

5 Repertoire internatiomd de centres de dacumerrtitfion polibique; 
Paris. French, English and German; 177 pp. 

International documentation centres for specific subjects are ren- 
dered unstable and impermanent due to political factions. 

464 TNTERNATIONAL FEDERATION FOR DOCU~NTATION 
The aim of the International Federation fur Documentation is 

to see that the products of intellectual wo~k are rendered as accessible 
as possible to mankind and serve the original pwpose of their 
authors. It is usually denoted By the term FID. 

465 DIRECTORIES 
The follawing are the directories published by international 

organisations on documentation centres which deal with a wide 
range of subjects: 

1 The League of Nations published a Handbook of infernational 
organisations in which organisations are dass3ed according to 
subjects. The fist issue came out in 1921. The latest which was 
published in 1938, extends to 491 pages. It must be remembered 
that this handbook excludes bodies set up by the ,League of 
Nations itself. 

2 The Institute Xnt ernational de la Co-operation Intellcctudle 
published a periodical knom as Bulletin de la co-~perafion iniel- 
leciuelle. A special number of this Bzrtledin came out in 1937 with 
the tide Numero special mr Ira documentation. This number occupies 
pages 177 to 240 of the volume for the year. It describes the docu- 
mentation centres of Europe and particularly the national unions 
of documentuy organisations. Directories of a similar nature are 
being promoted by FIR and Unesco. 

468 MERCHANT OF LIGHT 
Long-range reference service has to send its tentacles far outside 

the library, into such national as well as international documentation 
centres of generd as well as specklist varietie~, t k s  respect their 
function is similar to what "One of the Fathers of Solomon's House" 
described in the following terms: 



"For the several employments and offices af our fellows; we 
have twelve that sail into foreign couatries; who bring us the books 
and abstracts, and patterns af experiments of all other parts. These 
we call Merchants of Light." Dl]. Yes the reference librarian 
should function as a "Merchant of Light."' 



CHAPTER 5 

51: Introdaction 
We shall next examine the core of long-range reference service. 

This is the service to the seeker of a specific piece of. knowledge. 
There are three stages in service: 

1 Precise enunciation of the item of knowledge sought; 
2 Search for the documents; and 
3 Giving the documents to the seeker. 

The clientele in long range reference service may range from the 
generalist seeker at the one end to a specialist seeker of the severest 
kind at the other. Viewed. from another angle, the seeker may 
be an active one himself coming forward and asking for help or a 
passive one needing nearly aggressive offer o f  help. The nature 
ofthe documents to be brought into service will vary with the charac- 
teristics of the seeker. The mode of service aIso will vary .with the 
seeker. 

. . 52 Generalist Seeker 
A generalist will need documents giving a simple, but.up-to-date, 

exposition of the A B c of a subject of  fairly large extension. He 
will need, ordinarily, a macro document-that is a whole book-in 
preference to a micro docueat-that is,-an article in a learned 
periodical. The first step in serving him is to find out his intellectual 
attainment, the subject of his interest at the moment, and his stand- 
ard of knowledge in that subject. These will have to & found out 
in a genial and often casual or oblique way. Blunt questions may 
not elicit answers. They may make the reader withdraw within 
hiroself. They m y  even be taken to be offensive. Having formed 
reliable impressions an these points, the reference librarian should 
show the seeker an assortment of general books on the subject, 
written up for general consumption. The assortment should contain 
seminal. books written by master minds in non-technical language, 
books written with flair, and orientation books. An illustration 
of books with such intangible qualities has been already given in 
chapter 7 of part D of 'this book. Viewed from this angle, a specialist 
in one subject may become a generalist seeker in another subject. 
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53 Joint Sekection 
The reference librarian and the seeker should then jointly evaluate 

the books. This joint work should be done by the reference librarian 
with great patience and at low speed. I generally take for a model 
the salesman pulling out one $are@ (the main apparel of an Indian 
lady) after another, replacing them all, and again pulling them out at 
request for re-examination, atad helping the customer in the ddicate 
comparison of the colours of the scrrees and of the treatment of 
their borders. Thus, by trial and error the right books should be 
found. The Second Law of Library Science wants this to be done 
even to the point of offence to the Fourth Law. Sometimes, a book 
may be too large a document for the seeker. He m y  require some- 
thing short to be studied quickly. A good micro document may 
snit him better. The issues cf the Readers digest may contain some- 
thing suitable to him. En general, the Essay index will be a suitable 
bibliography for the use of the reference librarian in such a 
case. 

54 Specialist Seeker 
A specialist will need highly technical documents giving precise, 

advanced, upto-the-minute acwmt of a subject of naxrow extension. 
Macro documents may seldom be sufficient in his case, even though 
hot from the press. He will need micro'documents. He will need 
nascent micro documents appearing as articles in the current issues 
af learned periodicals. Usually a micro subject sought by a specialist 
will have many facets. They will have many rounds of facets. In 
each round, there may be may levels of facets, The isolate of the 
subject sought, inside a personality or amatter facet, may be a super- 
imposed isolate [R 171. It may even be an environmented isolate [R7]. 
Examples : 

I "AIpha brass below 4.2 K degrees," as studied in the article 
Heat capacity of alpha brasses below 4.2 KQ by J A Rayne. (Physical 
review; 108; 1957; 22-25). 

2 "Cold-adapted rat," as studied in the article Regulation of 
heat production in cold-adapted rats by W H Cottle and L D Carlson. 
(Proceedings, Society of Experimental Biology and Medicine; 
92; 1956; 845-849). 

3 Para-social group, as studied in the article Mms communication 
andpara-social interactj~n by I3 Horton and R R Wohl. (Psychiatry ; 
19; 1956; 215-229). I 
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55 Facet Andpis 6f the Subject ?haght 
Thb first step in serving an actively participating specialist is to 

get the subject brought up , by him enunciated precisely. This is 
best done by judicious questions based on facet analysis [R38]. 
All the facets of t)Te subject should be ascertained. The precise 
isolate in each facet should ,also be ascertained. The procedure is 
similar to the facet analysis of the subject of a document based on 
postulational approach. EW2; R42j. This facet analysis should 
be done in a genial way. There should,be no trace of pretentiousness. 
The difficulties in this 'step in sewice are illustrated in the actual 
cases described in part K of this'book. This requires both knowledge 
and tact. A sincere and well-maning approach will generally secure 
free co-operation from the specialist seeker. 

56 Search for lhcuments 
The second step to be taken by the reference librarian is to 

constmcl: mentally the class number of the subject sought by the 
specialist. Amed with the class number, he should look up the 
library catalogue, the bibliographies, the abstracting and indexing 
periodicals, and the documentation list prepared locally or at the 
national documentation centre to make a temporary coverage of 
the latest micro dacuments, not yet covered by the bibliographies 
and even by the abstracting and indexing periodicals. Even at this 
stage, the seeker should be consulted at intervals to diminate out- 
of-focus entries. 

57 Supply of Dmments 
The third step is to supply the documents to the seeker for study. 

Raving narrowed down the number of entries as much as possible 
in the second step, the reference librarian should collect and place 
before the seeker the documents described in the surviving entries. 
The document needed may not be in the library. Then comes the 
fourth step. That is the prompt making of arrangements to get the 
document on interlibrary loan. The knowledge of the reference 
librarian about the documentation centres, referred td in section 
46 of this part, will help him in this step. The document needed 
by the seeker may be in a language not understood by the seeker. 
Then, the reference librarian should promptly make arrangements 
for the translation of the document. The seeker may wish to have 
a copy of the document fcr his file. Or, the library having the docu- 
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rnent may not be able to,l_end it. Then the reference librarian should 
promptly make arrangements for the making and supply of a photo- 
stat or micro-film copy of the document. No published document 
answering the needs of the seeker may exist, Then the reference 
librarian may have to establish contact between the seeker and an 
appropriate research consultant or some other scholar. 

58 Passive Clientele. 
In a business or industrial Iibrmy attached to a particular institu- 

tion, the passive clientele may be served by information circulars 
a d  bulletins issued periodically. To make this system. successf~l, 
the reference librarian should have a sound knowledge of the specific 
needs of his clientele. It may be acquired in variousways: directly 
by conversation or enquiry, or indirectly by watching the kind of 
literature asked by the enquirers now and then, and in other ways. 
In a large organisatiw, the maintenance of a record of the special 
interests of individual enquirers provides a valuable t 001. The 
tradition of cloistered aloofness should go even from university 
libraries, The reference librarian should go out and 'sell his wares' 
so to speak, With this class, the problem is in part a psychstogical 
one - that of arousing the; interest or of lulling the suspicions. 

582 ULTRA VIOLET RAY INCIDENT 
(Case.Smdy 158) 

The following fetter, sent  by me to the professor of physics of a 
constituent coIlege is typical of the kind of Long-range reference 
service due to a passive clintele. 

University Library, 
9- 12-39 

My dear friend, 
I remember 'your telling me about a year ago about a correspond- 

ence, originated by the Surgeon-General during your predecessor's 
time about the ultra-violet energy content of the solar radiation in 
our city. You said that the Surgeon-General sought your co- 
operation in estimating it. 

At that t h e  f could only lay my hands on some scrappy materials 
in the Juzcrnal of research of the American Bureau of Standards, 
the Journal of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and 
the Public health bulletin, 
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I wonder if you are stilt interested in the subject. If you are, f 
have come across something which may be of real use to you. 

This morning the foreign mail brought the October issue of the 
Journal of the Franklin Institute. It contains an article entitled A 
four-year record of the u~b-raavio~et energy in daylight, by Mathew 
Luckiesh and others of the Lighting Research Laboratory of the 
General Electric Company. 

The bibliography at the end of the article mentions the following 
five titles : 

I Luckiesh (M). Ultra- violet energy in daylight-a two-year 
record. (Journal of Franklin Institute; 223; 1937). 

2 Jul1e.r (L R) etc. C u & i ~ ~ ~ 1 a g ~ e s i u r n  alloy photo-tube, 
(Journal of the Optical Society of America; 25; 1935). 

3 Luckiesh (M) etc. ErythernaEartd~mingeffec6iveness of zaltrrz- 
violet efiergy. (General electric review; 42; 1939). 

4 Luckiesh (M) etc. P~odvctioa of erythema and fan by ultra- 
v ide  t energy. (Journal of the American Medical Association ; 
112; 1939). 

5 Luckiesh (M) etc. NmencZafure and srurda~ds fur biolugicaZly 
effecthe radiation. (JOSA; 21; 1931). 

The first of the above articles gives a detailed description of the 
necessary apparatus. It may be of great interest to you. There are 
twelve further references. These too may be of interest to the 
Surgeon-General. 

Perhaps you may call at the library for these references. I have 
assembled all of them in my room to save your time. .You may 
call at any time between 9 AM and 6 PM. 

I am sure it will be very nice if your laboratory can b d b  up 
data for our city, 

Yours sincerely, 

Librarian. 
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61 htrodaetion 
Assimilation in long-range reference service is similar to that 

in ready reference service, described in chapter 6 of part F. The: 
inner assimilation process is similar; only reference books of 
other kinds give place to bibliographies and normal books. The 
effect of nascent awareness in the presence of the seeker-is similar; 
only, grasp of reference books gives place to fuller acquaintance 
with the happenings in the wave front of the development in the 
universe of knowledge. The sharing of experience with colleagues 
is similar, The use of the ,meetings of the Staff Council [R37] 
as a clearing house is similar. There are also some additional forms 
of assimilation. 

62 I)eepmhg of the KnowIedge of Bibliography 
To a reference librarian, every occasion to serve a generalist 

reader, seeking readable, reliable books on a subject, provides an 
opportunity to get a deeper understanding of the bibliographies 
and especially of the popular reading lists in the field. It also makes 
him seek out the books in the Iibrary culIection, rich in the intangible 
qualities needed by a generalist reader. It also enables him to 
become sensitive to the different shades of the various intangible 
qualities. This sense cannot be acquired either .from reading or 
from hearing about such qualities. As in the case af physical taste, 
this delicate sensitiveness can only be acquired by actual experience. 
The reference librarian has an immense opportunity to have that 
experience in the company of readers of diverse tastes a d  attain- 
ments. This is a vduable kind of assimilation following long range 
reference service to a generalist reader. Again, every nook and corner 

- in an abstracting or indexing periodical does not catch the eye in 
an ordinary pemsaI, all by oneself, at the stage of preparation. 
Even if it does, it does not get properly assimilated in the appercep- 
tive mass in one's mind. But the chances for it are much greater jn 
the purposeful diving into bibliographioal tools to help a partl.cu1a.r 
specialist reader+ 
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63 - Familiarity with the Wave-Front - of ffiowledge 
It i s  not easy to keep track of the details of the development in the 

wave-front of knowledge by the mere perusal .of the periodicals, 
But a grasp of it becomes natural and lasting. in the joint pursuit of 
diverse problems abng with a specialist in hTs own subject-field. Hjs 
reaction to the entries in a bibliography, his appraisal of articles, 
his involuntary remarks on them, his. preference as between them, 
and the exchange of: questions - and answers. with h i m a l l  these 
give an insight into the new trends in the subject-field. The assimih- 
tion of them becomes effortless and lasting. .Such experien~es with 
specialists in diverse subject-fie1 ds, corning cIosely one over another, 
helps the sensing and. the assimilation of .a panoramic view of the 
happenings in the wave front of knowledge. No profession other 
than tbat of the reference libxarian .has the-chance to get such a 
joyful view of the universe of knowledge.. 

64 Recording and FXig 
Long-range reference service to each specialist will. be a long 

dravfxr out process. The time required for it is not realised. It is 
desirable to keep a record of each search. It i s  good to maintain 
a day book. it may mention items such as the h11owing: 

1 The h e  of commmcemmt and end of each pursuit in I ~ n g  
range refexence: sew ice ; 

2 The name and other details of the seeker, such as subject of 
specialisation, occupation and &ice held, and remarks about 
participativeness and other intangible but useful items; 

3 The specific item of knowledge sought ; 
4 The route followed in the pursuit-that is, the bibliographies, 

the cumulative indexes, the periodicals, the handbooks, the books, 
etc used in succession and tbe help received from each qf them; 

5 The help or suggestion received from the seeker himself at the 
dilrent stages in the route; 

6 The documents found to be finally useful; and 
7 The resulting information found and its source. 

Periodically, say once in a week, the entries in the day book should 
be digested AU items found worthy should be assimilated in thee 
reference cabinet mentioned ia section 65 of part F, 

i 

65 Assimilation in the Library Catalogue 
Occasionally, the pursuit of a particular item of knowIedge may 
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suggest the desirability of inmrporating ce~tdn' subject analytical 
entries in the library catalogue. Some additional, species of subjed 
analytical entries also may suggest themselves. These should be 
brought to 'the notice of the Technical Section. rhe Reference 
Sectron is the only tentacle of the Technical Section transmitting 
to it the feel ofthe requirements cf the users of the library. Therefore 
the two sections should work in dose collaboration. They should 
discuss together in a friendly way the problem of subject analytical 
entries. These form a necessary tool for the fulfilment of all the 
Laws of Library Science. 

66 Assimilation with Acquisition Work 
OccasionaUy, the pursuit of a particular item of knowledge may 

disclose gaps in the library's holdings of bibliographies, cumulative 
indexes to periodicals, abstracting and indexing periodicals, annual 
reviews, basic handbooks, and treatises. These should be brought 
to the notice of the Periodical Publications Section and Book Section 
respectively. Here again, the Reference Sation forms an important 
tentacle of the library to be fully used by the Book Selection Section. 

67 Assimilation with the National Docamatation Centre 
Occasionally, the pursuit of a particular item of knowledge may 

suggest desirable changes or improvements in the national dcK;umtn- 
tation list brought out periodicaily as an aid to re'search workers. 
That list is usually restricted to topics being actively pursued in tJ~e 
country. These will change from t h e  to time. In particular new 
topics will be taken up here, there, and everywhere. The Nhtional 
Documentation Centre should be informed about them. The 
reference: librarians of each service library have to be used by the 
Centre as its tentacles to feel the appearance of new topics needing 
inclusion in its documentation list. If a specialist reader suggests 
new periodicals to be taken, the coverage of those periodiciils also 
in the national documentation list should be suggested by the refer- 
ence librarian to the National Documentation Centre. 

63 - Assimilation with International Abstracting Service . 

Another sphere needing the help of the actual field-experience of 
the reference librarian is that of international abstracting and index* 
ing periodicals. Reference librarians fonn atl important and enlight- 
ened cf ass of consumers of these bibdiographicsrl tools, The producers 
can improve these tools only with the aid of tbdr consumers. The 
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reference librarians form the most competent among the consumers 
to make suggestions in respect of 

1 Coverage of literature ; 
2 CIass3cation and featuring; 
3 Adequacy of index entries-both subject and author and 

title; 
4 S~hente of alphabetisation used in the index; 
5 AvoidabIe duplication of international effort ; and 
6 Fallow regions of knowledge to be provided for. 

The PID (International Federation fur Documentation) and the 
Unesco are coming forward to act as co-ordinating agencies. They 
cannot have direct experience of the faults in the existing inter- 
national abstracting and indexing service. They can only pool toge- 
ther the experiences of those directly using them and helping the 
use of them by specialist readers. To make their work realishc, 
they have to use the reference librarians in the diverse service- 
libraries of the world as their tentacles. Therefore, an important 
international function of a reference librarian is to note the findings 
come across during long-range reference service and to pass them 
on to the international agencies fur collation and assimilation. 



CHAPTER 7 

STRUCTUaE AND CONTENTS b~ A BIBLIOGRAPHY 

71 Scheme of Study 
A beginner should gradually acquaint himself with the stmcture 

and contents of each of the important bibliographies in frequent 
use, He should d s o  build up his knowledge of.specid bibliographies 
in different subject fields, on different authors; qnd on different 
countries, r e p n s ,  or other geographical areas. In due .course; he 
should also extend his search for bibliographies found in other 
publications, In particuIar, he should gather information about 
the periodical publications giving special. sections for lists of dpcu- 
ments, or reviews or abstracts of documents.. The student should 
have a notebook for such a systematic study of bibliographies, 
similar to the one described in chap 8 of part H for reference books. 

72 Skeleton for Description 
The skeleton for the headings for description may be similar 

to the one given in section 82 of part H for reference bobks, with 
the following modification of 5 and its subdivisions. 
5 Nature and Range 
51 ' Annotated, or 

Bare list, or 
with Abstracts, or 
Review type 

52 Lists 
Books alone, or 
Articles alone, or 
Both books and articles, or 
Special kinds of documents 
such as 

Perio&cals, 
Biographies, 
Referena books, 
Any other forms 

53 If Author bibIiography, 
On, or By, or On and By type 

54 If Area Bibliography, 
On, or In, or O n  and In type 

55 ByAgencyofcreation,whehr 
55 1 Printer's catalogue 
552 Binder's bibliography 

553 Copyright list 
,553 1 National bibliography 
5532 On, or In, or On and In, or 

By the Nationals Type 
554 1 Publisher's catalogue 
5542 Book-seller's catalogue 
5543 Second-hand bookseller's Cata- 

logue 
Bibliophile's catalogue 
Aid to book selection 
Library catalogue 
Author's bibliography 

Reading list 
Documentation Agency's pub- 

lication, 
Regional, national, or inter- 

national 
Exhaustive 
Select, with indication of crite- 

rion for selection 
Primary 
Secondary 
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